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OPENING REMARKS BY MR PETER ONG, 

CHAIRMAN, ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE, 

AT SLINGSHOT 2021 GRAND FINALS, 

10 NOVEMBER, 1.30PM 

 

Singapore as a Springboard to Asia and the World 

 

Distinguished Guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

1. A warm welcome to our SLINGSHOT Grand Finalists, SLINGSHOT judges, investors, 

mentors, and other Startup SG community partners. I am sure all of you are looking 

forward to the Finals of Slingshot with heightened excitement and expectation. 

 

2. As economies begin to reopen in this post-pandemic world, we also look forward to signs 

of renewed vigour that provide us with hope in spite of the current global challenges. 

 

The future of South-East Asia (SEA)’s tech startup ecosystem is bright, and Singapore 

leads the way in terms of growth and opportunities. 

 

3. In particular, for startup ecosystems around the world, we are encouraged to see that 

some wind has returned to their sails in 2021. For today, let me provide a review of how 

startup ecosystems performed over the past year, including that of Singapore’s. 

 

a. Globally, investments have surpassed that of the previous year. 

 

i. US$288 billion in global venture capital funding was invested in 1H21. This 

is almost double the same period last year1. 

 

b. Sector-wise, sentiments are bullish for those that grew in relevance amidst the 

pandemic.  

 

i. Perhaps the greatest shift that COVID-19 had brought about is digital 

transformation. While this is not new, the pandemic had accelerated the 

adoption of all things digital. The unsurprising result - total value of venture 

investments in digital technology startups in the first quarter of 2021 nearly 

doubled from that of the same period in 20202. 

 

ii. EdTech funding also soared in 2020. Years of tech advancement were 

compressed into a few months for the education sector as schools and 

 
1  Global venture dollar volume in 1H21 showed a 95% growth over 1H20 and 1H19. 
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/global-vc-funding-h1-2021-monthly-recap/ 
2  https://www.bain.com/insights/why-venture-capitalists-are-doubling-down-on-technology-tech-report-
2021/ 

https://news.crunchbase.com/news/global-vc-funding-h1-2021-monthly-recap/
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/global-vc-funding-h1-2021-monthly-recap/
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families turned to digital tools for learning. What is significant, is that this 

outlook has extended into 2021. Edtech funding in the US and EU have 

already surpassed last year’s figures3.  

 

iii. Health technology is another sector that experienced exponential growth, 

with increased adoption in digital health and wellness tools. 1H21 global 

health innovation funding is almost at full-year 2020 levels4.  

 

4. In terms of geography, Southeast Asia is a fast-growing market. At the crossroads 

between East and West, Southeast Asia abounds with opportunities and has drawn the 

attention of investors from around the world. 

 

a. There is a growing middle class.  

 

i. 50 million consumers are expected to join the ranks of the middle class in 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam by next year.  

 

b. In particular, the Internet economy in Southeast Asia presents a growing market. 

 

i. Internet penetration is higher than the global average, and the region has 

one of the fastest growing rates of digital adoption.  

 

ii. Consequently, the value of the digital economy in Southeast Asia is 

expected to grow from US$100 billion in 2020 to more than US$300 billion 

in 2025. 

 

5. As the leading startup and innovation hub in Southeast Asia, Singapore has been at the 

forefront of the action. 

 

a. Singapore-based tech startups raised S$11.2 billion in the first 9 months of 2021, 

more than double the S$5.5billion raised in the whole of 2020, a healthy sign of 

recovery5.  

 

b. In the first 9 months, Singapore generated more than half of the total deal quantum 

across Southeast Asia, and remained the top investment destination6.  

 

c. In fact, out of the 21 unicorns that emerged in Southeast Asia in 2021, 10 are 

based in Singapore7 . This is almost the same number of unicorns produced 

 
3  Global EdTech Funding 2021 - Half Year Update https://www.holoniq.com/notes/global-edtech-
funding-2021-half-year-update/ 
4 With $20B Raised Globally in the First Half of 2021, Health Innovation Funding Shows (More) Record 
Growth Post COVID https://healthtransformer.co/with-20b-raised-globally-in-the-first-half-of-2021-
health-innovation-funding-shows-more-record-3ada50f68252 
5 Based on an Enterprise Singapore-DealStreetAsia joint venture funding report, published in November 
2021.  
6 DealStreetAsia  
7 Source: DealStreetAsia. The 10 unicorns minted in 2021 are Advance Intelligence Group, bolttech, 
Carro, Carousell, Matrixport, Moglix, Ninjavan, NIUM, Patsnap and Property Guru.  
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Singapore over the past 7 years8. Collectively, these unicorns have also created 

thousands of good jobs and are enmeshed in Singapore’s innovation & startup 

ecosystem.  

 

d. All this, despite having almost no domestic market to speak of! 

 

We have built a vibrant startup ecosystem, anchored on a strong foundation, that is 

conducive for startups to grow and scale  

 

6. The increased vibrancy did not happen by chance. Nor did it grow overnight. 

 

a. Today, startups in Singapore can get access to over 200 global and local 

accelerators, up from about 120 just 5 years ago9. Similarly, the number of early-

stage VCs have also increased by about a third, from about 130 in 2016 to close 

to 180 today10.   

 

7. Enterprise Singapore works closely with our ecosystem partners to grow a vibrant 

startup ecosystem. We focus on four key pillars: 

 

a. First and foremost, talent. I have spoken to many founders and talent is always at 

the front of their minds. Talent can differentiate the great from the good. Singapore 

is small and I know that finding talent is oftentimes a challenge. But that should 

not inhibit what startups based here can achieve.  

 

i. We will continue to grow our base of technical and entrepreneurial talent to 

capture new business opportunities.  

 

I. For example, the Innovation & Enterprise Fellowship Programme 

prepares local research talents for commercialization work through 

attachments with industry partners. Areas can be as diverse as bio-

medtech, sustainability and agrifood tech. 

 

II. In addition, to meet the growing aspirations of Singaporeans to pursue 

entrepreneurship as a career, venture-build partners have trained more 

than 700 aspiring founders over the past year through the enhanced 

Startup SG Founder venture building programme. This is positive 

indication that Singaporeans are showing increasing interest in 

entrepreneurship. 

 

ii. Besides cultivating our local pool of founders and technical talent, we also 

attract top global talent through schemes such as Tech@SG and Entrepass. 

These global talents can work alongside us to advance the frontiers of 

innovation and build globally competitive startups together.   

 

 
8 12 unicorns were produced in Singapore between 2013-2020. 
9 Sources: Startup SG Network, Pitchbook 
10 Early-stage VCs refer to active VCs that invest in Series A and below. Sources: Startup SG Network, 
Pitchbook. 
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b. Next, financing. Financing does not refer to mere funding, but smart capital. We 

want to partner with investors who can provide startups with access to networks, 

resources and talent that is critical for growth.  

 

i. SEEDS Capital, an Enterprise Singapore subsidiary, recently appointed 13 

new co-investment partners for a total of 47 active co-investment partners 

under the Startup SG Equity scheme. We expect these new partnerships to 

catalyse over S$150 million of investments into startups in nascent deep 

tech sectors over five to eight years. 

 

c. Our third pillar is demand-led innovation. Corporates drive demand by articulating 

the problem statements and launching an open call for suitable solutions. It is a 

“win-win” for both parties. For the corporate, it speeds up its innovation process 

by partnering with an innovative startup or SME. For the startup or SME, their 

partnership with the corporate can help them develop more market-relevant 

solutions and access a ready adopter. 

 

i. For this reason, we have put the spotlight on open innovation challenges 

through the Open Innovation Network (OIN). Since 2018, ESG has worked 

with agencies and corporates to launch close to 350 challenge statements, 

from which 177 proposals were eventually matched.  

 

ii. Beyond challenges faced by individual enterprises, the National Innovation 

Challenges (NICs) aim to solve industry-wide challenges with impactful 

outcomes.  

 

I. For example, an integrated solution for unmanned building façade 

cleaning, inspection and repair was sought under the Built 

Environment Accelerate to Market Programme-NIC. The 2 awarded 

innovators came up with a solution that reduces the risk of working at 

height and improves manpower productivity through automation. The 

innovators will work closely with JTC, City Developments Limited, 

Frasers Property and Hongkong Land. If adopted widely, this could 

improve safety, productivity, and resilience for the built environment 

sector.  

 

d. Finally, co-innovation is by no means limited by geography.  

 

i. Under the Co-Innovation Programmes (CIP), ESG supported 78 bilateral 

innovation projects from 2019 to September this year with partners from a 

number of cities in Europe, Israel and China. 

 

ii. Companies get to forge business partnerships with overseas companies to 

build products that meet global demand.  

 

iii. Under the Germany-Singapore SME Funding Programme, Singapore-based 

startup Vflowtech worked with NTU, and tapped on the expertise of a 

German-based company and university to develop an alternative to 
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traditional energy storage solution11. With new capabilities developed from 

the project, Vflowtech will be able to embark on its go-to-market activities in 

Germany and beyond, potentially drawing revenues worth up to S$35 million 

in value by 2024.  

 

iv. I understand that our CIP calls-for-proposal have attracted much interest and 

participation from both local and foreign companies. It is gratifying to hear 

that many are taking advantage of such co-innovation opportunities.  

 

v. A vibrant startup and innovation ecosystem needs strong networks with 

other global innovation hubs. Our Global Innovation Alliance (GIA) 

Programmes aim to do just that. Through these programmes, overseas 

companies will learn about doing business in Singapore, and Singapore-

based companies will get the chance to internationalise. 

 

I. Since 2020, over 300 participants have spent, on average, 2 months 

each in the programmes. These cross-border collaborations will help 

us build connections in 16 GIA cities across the world, including 

Southeast Asia, China, India, Europe and the US. 

 

We must continue to strengthen these four key pillars to help startups springboard to 

new opportunities within Asia and to the world. 

 

8. While we have covered some distance despite the pandemic, we cannot rest on our 

laurels. 

 

a. The global winds of change are blowing fast and we must keep improving to stay 

ahead of global trends.  

 

9. In this recovery phase, we must all redouble our efforts to make the most of this slow 

but steady reopening. ESG will continue to work with partners to strengthen the four key 

elements to help both local and global startups achieve your goals, using Singapore as 

a safe home port.  

 

a. The first big opportunity we must seize is to strengthen our networks with partners 

and linkages to Asia and the world.  

 

i. We will press on with GIA and CIP efforts so that startups may capitalise on 

overseas opportunities, build links to international innovation hubs.  

 

I. For example, we have just launched the new GIA node in Moscow, 

and introduced a Seoul market access programme, and will continue 

to establish more connections with other innovation hubs around the 

world.  

 

 
11 The solution developed is a hybrid flow battery stack for long duration energy storage solutions. 
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ii. The Vaccinated Travel Lanes (VTLs) that Singapore has recently put in 

place will amplify the benefit of the Global Innovation Alliance and Co-

Innovation Programme efforts.  

 

b. The second opportunity we must seize is talent. With VTLs, the flow of talent 

between countries will slowly but surely resume. But time is a priceless currency 

for startups. 

 

i. For those who need to strike while the iron is hot, we have the Global Tech 

Talent Alliance (GTTA) programme. Under this programme, startups will be 

able to tap service providers that can help them build and manage tech talent 

remotely and navigate local regulations to facilitate market expansion. We 

have kicked off the programme in Vietnam, and hope to expand to more 

markets in the future. This will help our promising early-stage startups who 

need to scale overseas. 

 

ii. I expect that the easier access to global talent will help with startups’ 

internationalisation plans – not just for Singapore startups, but also those 

who choose to use Singapore as a springboard to the region.  

 

c. I’d like to end off with opportunities for financing and securing deals.  

 

i. Lockdowns and travel restrictions surely have discouraged face-to-face 

meetings and slowed down due diligence for some deals. With the calibrated 

reopening, fundraising, especially for cross-border projects, can accelerate. 

 

I. We will continue to facilitate such projects through our community-

building efforts. SWITCH and SLINGSHOT are good examples of this. 

We also have our Startup SG Network which is like a LinkedIn for 

Singapore startup and innovation ecosystem players. By joining this 

network, startups can reach out to investors and mentors. The monthly 

Deal Fridays virtual pitching sessions will also help to facilitate deal-

making in the new normal of hybrid working. Since its launch in 2019, 

Deal Fridays has facilitated over 650 connections between startups 

and potential investors and corporates.  

 

ii. But of course, we must keep looking outwards for more opportunities, to 

collaborate and innovate, across borders.  

 

I. The 2021 edition of the Southeast Asia Open Innovation Challenge 

(SEA OIC) was just launched on 9 November with Southeast Asian 

conglomerates.  

 

iii. More regional open innovation challenges are in the pipeline and I 

encourage all of you to participate. Seize this opportunity to pitch to large 

regional corporates and have your solutions piloted and adopted overseas.  

 

Conclusion 
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10. Our Singapore-based startups must seize this chance to look overseas, make important 

networks to find your success. Likewise, I invite global startups to consider the 

opportunities here, and use Singapore as a base to springboard to new opportunities 

within Asia and to the world. 

 

11. Strong startups are supported by capable talent who can think big, think global. When 

strong startups build their roots in the Singapore ecosystem, there is a reinforcing effect 

for talent and financing opportunities. When these strong startups want to 

internationalise, we have ready opportunities for them to link up with global partners.  

 

a. These are the key elements for success that the Singapore startup and innovation 

ecosystem possesses. 

 

b. I encourage all participants to seize these opportunities and capitalize on 

Singapore as a trusted home base from which you can access opportunities in 

Southeast Asia and the world. 

 

12. I wish all SLINGSHOT grand finalists all the best in the competition. Learn from others, 

make new connections and catalyse new ideas that will slingshot you to where you want 

to be. Thank you. 

 

-End- 

 
 

For media enquiries, please contact: 

Ms Andrea Tan  
Assistant Business Partner 
Corporate Communications 
T : +65 6279 1864   
E : andrea_tan@enterprisesg.gov.sg 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
About Enterprise Singapore  
 
Enterprise Singapore is the government agency championing enterprise development. We 
work with committed companies to build capabilities, innovate and internationalise. 
 
We also support the growth of Singapore as a hub for global trading and startups, and build 
trust in Singapore’s products and services through quality and standards. 
 
Visit www.enterprisesg.gov.sg for more information.  

mailto:andrea_tan@enterprisesg.gov.sg
http://www.enterprisesg.gov.sg/

